
Find It at the Construction Site
Peggy Archer  (SE ARC)

When a family passes by a construction site, a boy searches
for a machine that looks just like his toy dump truck. 

Bob’s Big Builds!
Keith Chapman  (SE BOB)

Bob the builder and friends ask readers to find hidden objects
in pictures of their biggest builds.

Counting Tools 1 to 10
Rebecca Bondor  (SE COU)

Count from one to ten using familiar tools.

Dinosaur Dig!
Penny Dale  (SE DAL)

Dinosaurs from one to ten use construction equipment to dig,
shovel, roll and scrape as they build a fun surprise.

Dinotrux
Chris Gall  (SE / E GAL)

Millions of years ago, the prehistoric ancestors of today’s
trucks, such as garbageadon, dozeratops, and craneosaurus,
roamed the Earth until they rusted out and became extinct.

Vroom, Vroom, Trucks!
Karen Katz  (SE KAT)

Lift the flaps at the construction site to reveal bulldozers,
dump trucks and more things that build.

Builders
Samantha Meredith  (SE MER)

Flip the flap to discover what the builders are doing.

Little Humans
Brandon Stanton  (E305.232 STA )

The creator of Humans of New York combines an original
narrative with some of his favorite children’s photos from the
blog, in addition to all-new exclusive portraits.

How to Help the Earth
Tish Rabe  (E333.72 RAB)

The Lorax offers readers easy suggestions for going green.

Unmasking the Science of Superpowers!
Jordan Brown  (E502 BRO)

Hold onto your cape, you’re about to become an expert on
the high-flying science behind super powers!

Who Builds?
Jenny Fretland VanVoorst  (E591.564 VAN)

Simple text and photographs compare some of the structures
that people build to those built by animals.

Dreaming Up: A Celebration of Building
Christy Hale  (E720 HAL )

A collection of illustrations, concrete poetry and photographs
that shows how young children’s constructions, created as
they play, are reflected in notable works of architecture from
around the world.

Old MacDonald Had a Truck
Steve Goetz  (E782.42 GOE )

Old MacDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O. And on that farm he
had a...TRUCK?!
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Dig In!
April Jones Prince  (SE PRI)

Construction mice don their hard hats to operate
construction vehicles—with parts the reader can move—as
they complete a big project.

Time to Build
Kate Riggs  (SE RIG)

Simple, rhythmical text introduces six tools and how it fits
into a particular part of the construction process.

Beautiful Oops!
Barney Saltzberg  (SE SAL)

Demonstrates the many ways that torn, crinkled and
smudged bits of paper can be transformed into various
shapes and images.

Iggy Peck, Architect
Andrea Beaty  (E BEA)

Ever since he was a baby, Iggy Peck has built towers, bridges
and buildings, which comes in handy when his second grade
class is stranded on an island during a picnic.

Rosie Revere, Engineer 
Andrea Beaty  (E BEA)

A young aspiring engineer must conquer her fear of failure.

The Berenstain Bears Are Superbears!
Mike Berenstain  (E BER)

Amidst their playtime pretending to be superheroes, Brother,
Sister and Honey Bear get to be real life heroes when a young
neighbor falls off his bike.

Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel
Virginia Lee Burton  (E BUR)

Mike Mulligan proves that, although dated, his steam shovel
is still useful.

Curious George Builds an Igloo
Erica Zappy  (E CUR ZAP)

Curious George wants to help his friend Bill build a house
made of snow—an igloo! But will George’s supersize igloo be
too cold to sleep in?

Billions of Bricks
Kurt Cyrus  (E CYR)

This counting book leads readers through the day in the life
of a construction worker building with bricks.

The Best Nest
P. D. Eastman  (E EAS)

Mr. and Mrs. Bird search for a place to build a new nest only
to discover their old one is better.

Bulldozer’s Big Day
Candace Fleming  (E FLE)

Bulldozer wants to invite all of his coworkers to a party to
celebrate his special day, but to them it’s just another day for
scooping, sifting, stirring and more.

Meet the Dinotrux
Chris Gall  (E GAL)

This book introduces the part-dinosaur, part-truck monsters
called Dinotrux, including Dozeratops, Digasaurus,
Velocitractor and Tyrannosaurus Trux.

Cleonardo, the Little Inventor
Mary GrandPré  (E GRA)

With the town’s annual Grand Festival of Inventions coming
up, Cleonardo is determined to invent something impressive
to enter, something that will impress her inventor father
Geonardo.

Calling All Master Builders!
David Fentiman  (E LEG FEN)

An ordinary LEGO minifigure, mistakenly thought to be the
extraordinary MasterBuilder, is recruited to join a quest to
stop an evil Lego tyrant from gluing the universe together.

Just Critters Who Care
Mercer Mayer  (E MAY)

When Little Critter finds out that one of his neighbors is in
need, he rallies his friends and family together to volunteer
their help, in an early reader title about community service.

Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site
Sherri Duskey Rinker  (E RIN )

At sunset, when their work is done for the day, a crane truck,
a cement mixer and other pieces of construction equipment
make their way to their resting places and go to sleep.

Zoom! Boom! Bully
Jon Scieszka  (E SCI)

Big Rig loves to smash items delivered to a construction site,
including barrels, crates, tires and even his own birthday
presents.
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